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Charts 
Eurovision Song Contest 2018 not the best year of  the Eurovision history not so 
much based on the fact that the songs turned out to be bad more the lack of  
songs sticking out and no entry provided us with the ”WOW” factor. 

But ending up with Moldova as my number one please follow the charts for 
2018 on the following pages. 
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Eurovision Song Contest 2018 Final

My Placing Me guessing Final result

Ukraine Melovin Under the ladder Lost a bit of its magic during the semi final even if the act 
includes a lot of gadgets including that eye of his. To be honest I 
turned out to even be surprised when he passed from the second 
semi final to the final. But OK, nothing wrong with the song so I 
guess a few jury points and a better result with the tele votes, 
mainly from old eastern countries.

9 11-15

Spain Amaia y Alfred Tu canción We do not know yet how this will look on the stage but if they 
don’t manage to bring through their in real life love story this will 
just look and sound dated as h***. And against all my thoughts 
on the Eurovision rules this entry sound better in English. But 
when a song like Lithuania can pass from the semi final who 
knows? 

16 16-20

Slovenia Lea Sirk Lea Sirk Oh God, such a turn around. Read me right, the song is still a 
mess, kind of a ”no song” but Lea turned out to be a star with an 
amazing charisma and if they use the ”no sound” surprise again 
for the people just watching the final this will get tele votes. 

11 21-26

Lithuania Ieva Zasimauskaite When we’re old For me the biggest surprise from the first semi. A, who would 
have guessed song. I am not signing off on the hype and I think 
the points came from the jury groups who now will add 10 new 
entries plus the big 5 and Portugal into the mix. No this ballad 
will end up in the middle/end part of the scoreboard on the night 
cause it is dull, even if the message is cute.

20 21-26

Austria Cesar Sampson Nobody but you Another song which raised with the task on the semi final night. 
Turned from a impossible entry in my book to, if not a winner a 
top entry. Amazing vocals together with a simple but effective 
stage show (but the outfit?). And 2 minutes into the song a 
nightmare part start and even if the live performance lift this 
entry listen to it again on CD it is the same as before not my cup 
of tea.

10 11-15

Estonia Elina Nechayeva La Forza Amazing Elina, passed to the finals. The opera entries, taken out 
the Turkish one in the 80s usually do well in the semi finals and 
loose in the finals but this entry is not only opera it is also staged 
very well and looks amazing so I hope some grown ups among 
the viewers will overtake their kids and the new generation of 
Eurovision fans who thinks Eurovision is a way to find a song to 
play on commercial radio stations 3 times a hour for 6 months.

2 11-15

Norway Alexander Rybak Thats how you write a 
song

We have in the Eastern European countries and among Eurovision 
fans a well known performer, Alexander, singing the Eurovision 
entry from hell. Im sorry Norway but this need to be some kind of 
punishment to send this no song entry. But fans love their 
Alexander and Ukraine, Belarus, Russia will vote like crazy. So 
dangerous based on Alexander, not this impossible mess of a 
tune. 

21 1-5

Portugal Claudia Pascoal O jardim Salvador gave Portugal their first victory in Eurovision and if little 
Claudia will manage to bring Portugal to its second victory I will 
most likely look very very surprised. Where Salvador was new, 
intense and provided with an amazing song ”O Jardim” just sound 
like a second attempt of the same concept.

24 21-26

United Kingdom SuRie Storm I kind of like this song, reminds me of chants from a crowded 
stadium full of football fans or something. But it lack of ”Oumpf”. 
Not bad at all but the UK really should be like top 5 every year if 
you take into account all the hits coming from the UK. But well 
done and with a good performance on the night UK will end up if 
not top at least in the middle.

13 16-20

Serbia Sania Ilic & Balkanika Nova Deca Again, the intro when one of the female singers sound like a cat 
in some kind of emergency still is awful. But when the song turn 
from ethnic from hell to pop ethnic I turn. May we after the 
contest hope for a version without that intro? Another issue, the 
guy sings to soft, this need some ”hangover voice” to work 100% 
but the song is not as bad as the description tells us. 

15 21-26

Germany Michael Schulte You let me walk alone Before reading the fans sites and the odds I thought this was a 
100% sure train wreck. But for some reason people like this, and 
the other song in the same area from the Netherlands, the genre 
for me is so off so I cant even give it a fair chance. This is just 
only bad in my opinion. 

25 21-26

Albania Eugent Bushpepa Mall This is the voice Serbia needs in their entry but now it is from 
Albania and in my humble opinion this is 3 minutes you can use 
as a toilet break. But again, people seems to like this even if it is 
beyond my imagination why.

23 16-20

France Madame Monsieur Marcy I do not like the message in this song I have never responded 
well to peace songs in the Eurovision but it do not change the 
fact that this is a really class act. The second down side is that 
the Madame here come out as very very cold. I can see France top 
3 after the jury votes but I am not sure how the tele voters will 
respond.

5 11-15

Czech Republic Mikolas Josef Lie to me The second booppy soppy shoop shoop song of the evening 
(Norway first). And again, this is so far from my comfort zone as 
we can come. I have a hard time taking this seriously even if I 
would love for the Czech to win and based on that bring Slovakia 
back into the contest. He try hard to be charming and fun but no. 
Shaking ass wearing a backpack is not fun.

22 6-10

Denmark Rasmussen Higher ground Great staging for a amazing voice. If Denmark do as well in the 
final as in their semi final this will end up high on the 
scoreboard. The act is clean and simple with a huge impact. Just 
wish the drums came through more than during Thursdays semi. 
Time to listen on Nordman for a few weeks again and spice it up 
with Rasmussen.

3 1-5
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Australia Jessica Mailboy We got love WTF is she doing on stage? We got love? More ”we got a bad case 
of stomach ache and cant find a toilet”. The choreography is 
unbelievable and the song flat and boring produced to work well 
on radio (already on the Swedish radio playlists) but for me it is a 
mystery that anyone think ”This was good, let’s pay a lot of 
money and vote for it”. 

18 1-5

Finland Saara Aalto Monsters Saara, entered the contest as the ”star” from Finland backed by 
UK. And the surprise here… She looked so nervous, loose that 
and ”Monsters” will climb on my list. But for now the entry is OK 
with amazing outfits on the back up dancers, that’s chaud as we 
say in France.

7 1-5

Bulgaria Equinox Bones The funniest thing with Bulgarias entry is the last tune from the 
female singer, when she obviously don’t sing that high long note 
herself. Apart from that I don’t believe in this even if the entry is 
high on the betting lists.

17 16-20

Moldova DoReDos My lucky day This is the entry of the year. Not in any odds or fanlists what so 
ever but I think the tele votes will place Moldova top 3, whilst the 
juries will stop them from winning. It is feel good music, feel 
good performance so above everything else you will see on the 
night. And something for all, two good looking guys, one good 
looking girl with three hot ”Shadows”, all can sing and dance at 
the same time and the tune makes you HAPPY. Douze points.

1 11-1511

Sweden Benjamin Ingrosso Dance you off Thanks heaven the pants fits better now. And the Swedish team 
really managed to make this sound good taking out the 
prerecorded backup singers. Benjamin present a secure good 
modern song for the radio playlists and one of the better once in 
this years contest. But ”Dance you off” lack something, but for 
sure this entry will manage to reach a good placing at the end.

8 6-10

Hungary AWS Viszlat nyar Usually hard rock is so far away from my comfort zone as it can 
be. But in this line up the Hungarian entry is a bit refreshing and 
the rockers out there only have two choices this night and thats 
Hungary and The Netherlands, and if they like more rough rock 
this is the only song they can vote for. I guess Finland will tele 
vote them 12 it is kind of their voting pattern. 

14 21-16

Israel Netta Toy I was scared she would have a very good act to add to the mix 
but after the first semi this mess of sounds and dance must be 
the favorite to win that sink as a rock on the night. If we have 
jury looking for good music Israel will end up with just a few 
points after the jury votes. The views will put her higher cause its 
so ”fun”. Not change my opinion tho´take ut the chicken sounds 
and put Netta behind a screen and maybe I say OK but not more.

19 6-10

The Netherlands Waylon Outlaw in em The last time Waylon was in the contest, as a duo, I disliked the 
song. And still on a scale that entry is a master piece when you 
compare it to this pure awful 3 minutes of noise. Just like the last 
time people love it and I stand at the side wondering ”What 
happened ?????”. But every year, to give you Eurovision feeling, 
you need a song to hate among the top entries fighting with a 
song you love for the victory. That is a good Eurovision year.

26 6-10

Ireland Ryan O´Shaughnessy Together Surprised I watched the semi final 1 and turned 100% in favor for 
this lovely staged and performed entry from Ireland. I have no 
idea how he will end up on the night, it can be top 5 or last 6 but 
I do not care, Ryan lifted this ballad to something amazing. In my 
book welcome back Ireland.

6 16-20

Cyprus Elini Foureira Fuego My first point, and without any connection to music, Ms Foureira 
is the living proof that botox and lip fillers makes you look like 
someone running away from the asylum, 100% crazy. The song is 
a none song with 1000 elements in 3 minutes masked behind a 
100% perfect show which makes it dangerous as hell in the 
voting process. But she is cold (no Fuego) and supposed to be 
sexy this is not its so calculated. But 12 for the show.

12 1-5

Italy Ermal Meta e Fabrizio 
Moro

Non mi avete fatto 
niente

Oh Italy, soon you need to make it to the top place. Year after 
year class acts and this year Italy did not convince me after their 
San Remo festival. But listen to the song it grows and just getting 
better and better with two typical Italien rough voices. But again, 
the theme is outside my ”like box” but the Italian language save 
the situation. At the end Italy made it again. 

4 6-10
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